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The past few years have seen unprecedented activity in the Guernsey property market as easy access to low-interest lending (among
other influences) whipped the post-pandemic property market into a frenzy.

Whilst demand remains high, this has been tempered by limited availability and events occurring in Westminster and beyond.

Let's turn to the figures[1]:

Property transactions

Owing to the more limited availability, average prices on the open market are subject to greater fluctuation than the local market, and
significant transactions can distort the figures.

Lending

https://www.collascrill.com/articles/2022-a-review-of-the-guernsey-property-market/?altTemplate=pdfDocument#_ftn1
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Outlook for 2023

Paul Nettleship, Partner and head of Collas Crill's Guernsey Property team said:

'After a very busy 2022 I expect a 'back to normal' 2023 – demand for quality housing remains high, and so it is very much hoped
that supply will increase to meet that demand. As always, we are here to help buyers and sellers with our top-ranked[2] Property
team.'

[1] Supplied by Unusualities of Guernsey

[2] Tier One in both Chambers & Partners, and Legal 500
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